REWITNESS

I-SET

Post - N.W.

Flat Section - S.E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: Backside of front is blank

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE:

PHOTO:

County corner tag affixed.

TITLE

---

5S 6R 1/4W 2-19-20

Meridian State OR

Clackamas Dist.

Corner Status

Photo Identification

No. By:

Plane Coordinate Position Data

Zone:

Sub. By:

d Book No.

Page Filed:

Evaluation

Verif. Monument:

estab.

d Status:

3. Original Description

Vol. Page Where Recorded

4. Description of Corners:

5. Investigation Notes:

Found 3\*3" Limb for Corner Post in poor condition lying upon the ground with axe marks at top of post.

Found 54' Spruce, N.54°E, 992ks. With healed Witness Face. (Orig)

Found 57' Spruce, S.22°E, 634ks. With healed Witness Face. (Orig)

This Meander Corner is the most westward point on the first standard parallel located on Top of a Bluff overlooking the ocean.

6. Signed: L. Whitmore, Title Forestry Tech Date: 7-18-64